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           My initial reaction when my professor first introduced the idea of repurposing my previous writing was that I was 

intrigued because I was met with the challenge of how I would be able to portray my discourse communities visually. I 

also felt pretty lazy, at first glance the assignment seemed pretty easy but when I sat down and thought about it truthfully 

the assignment felt like a lot of work. I’m not a creative person so it’s hard being able to visualize my discourse community 

especially in a mock web design. The mode of repurposing began to form when I realized I didn’t have enough time! 

Truthfully I procrastinated on this assignment and the time crunch pushed me to come up with anything for the mock 

website. My initial plan for the website was to have my website design resemble a manga because my discourse genre is 

anime and manga. I looked up a Google slide template for mangas however I couldn’t find any, all I could come up with 

were comic book templates which are not the same as mangas.  

            Not all of my initial plans were workable, I had to use a comic book layout for my page opening page and use 

other templates to give a manga vibe but still make it clear that it's a website. I had to alter my whole entire vision of a 

manga website, I thought it was going to come out exactly as I had imagined it but it didn’t and I’m quite upset about that, I 



spent most of my time stuck on how I should make my website look like and wasted all the time I had to think of another 

plan for my website, if I had another chance to do over my website I would. I was able to put gifs of anime on my website 

so that part of my vision is somewhat similar to my actual website. My first peer review’s feedback was positive so I was 

content with that, I didn’t have a peer review for the second part so I’m not too sure.  

            I initially forgot to add why I chose the web design and why I chose this genre in my website and reading my first 

review and going over my peers website made me realize that I was missing a huge chunk of that out of my project. My 

initial goal was to make my page look somewhat like a manga and very welcoming and I don’t think I achieved the goal of 

having my page look like a manga because I don’t have any creativity so it was very hard to bring my vision to life, even 

without being able to find a manga template I couldn’t think of anything in my google slides that would give me a good 

replication of a manga. During this project I learned that I’m not very good with projects like this, and if I had the time to do 

this project all over again I would give myself more time.  


